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1. THE APPROXIMATION CONSTANTS 
Let x e 1"2 : = [0, 1] \ ©. The expansion of x as a regular continued fraction is 
denoted by 
(1.1) x=[O;a l ,  a2, a 3 . . . .  ] 
and the corresponding sequence of convergents by 
The operator T:  Q--*f2 is defined by 
Tx:  = - -  - 
x 
Hence, if x has the expansion (1.1) then 
TX = [0; a2, a 3, a 4 . . . .  ]. 
Therefore T is called the one-sided shift operator connected with the regular 
continued fraction. Finally we introduce the sequence of approximation 
constants (On)n> - _ 1, with 
(1.2) 0n : =qnlqnx-Pn[ ,  n>- - 1. 
As is well-known, this is a sequence in the unit interval. The dependence of 
an, Pn,  qn and On on x will be disregarded in our notations. 
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A classical result on the approximation constants i the following theorem of 
Borel: 
(1.3) THEOREM. For all irrational numbers x and all n > 0: 
1 
min (0n_ 1, 0n, 0n + 1) < ~ ; 
the constant 1/]/5 can not be replaced by a smaller one. 
Recently, Sh. Ito and H. Nakada, [6] and H.G. Kopetzky and F.J. Schnitzer, 
[14] proved this theorem by a new method, based upon a certain geometrical 
representation. Earlier, W.B. Jurkat and A. Peyerimhoff, [12] gave a proof of 
this theorem by using a formula that expresses On +l as a function of On_ 1 and 
On. As we will see presently, this formula is closely connected with the geo- 
metrical representation. In [14], various other classical results on the On are 
proved in this way. In fact, the method is based upon the two-sided shift 
operator T from the natural extension of the ergodic system formed by (2, the 
Gauss measure and the one-sided shift T, see [18]. 
This operator Tis defined as follows. Put D: =(2× [0, 1]. Then T: (2~t2 
(1.4) T(x, y) : = (Tx, 1 Y+aa)=(1--al' fl+~l) ' 
where al is the first partial quotient in the development (1.1) of x. 
Using the fact that 
qn- 1 =[0; an, an_l,...,al], n>_O 
qn 
one sees that 
Put 
~n(x, O) = (Tnx, qn- l ),  
qn / 
n_>0. 
<x< , a~ N 
a+l  
and 
Ha:=I(x'Y);(x'Y)~ff2' a+ll <y<l l ,  a~N. 
One easily checks that 
TVa--H a 
and that 
Tn(x,y)~ Vaoan+ 1 =a, n>--O, 
~n(x,y)~Hac~an=a, n>_l, 
where the a n and an+ 1 are from the representation (1.1) of x. 
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za : = [(x, y); (x, y) e O, - -  
Now consider the function q/: [0, 112--+[R 2, defined by 
q/(x, y) : = 1 + xy '  1 = : (a, fl). 
This function q/is a Cl-diffeomorphism between the interior of the unit square 
and the interior of the triangle A with vertices (0, 0), (1,0) and (0, 1). The reason 
to introduce it lies in the fact that one has 
(1.5) q/(T~x, qn-l~ ,  =(On-l,0,,), n>_O, 
see [9, formulae (2.1) and (2.2)]. 
The inverse of q/is given by 
(1.6) q/-'(a, fl) . (1 - ] / (1 -4a f t )  1 - l / (1 -4a f i )~  
2a ' 2/~ / = (x, y). 
Further we note that V a : = q/V o is a quadrangle with vertices 
(1 )  ( a 1 ) (a~2 1 ) (a~)  
0, , , and 0, 
a+l '  a+l  ' 2 a+2 
and that H a : = q/H a is the reflection of V a in a =ft. For a= 1 both quadrangles 
are in fact triangles. 
Next define the operator F : A --*Zl by putting 
F :  = q/Tq/-I. 
A simple calculation, using (1.6) shows that we have 
'=  a]/(1 - 4aft) - aZfl). (1.7) (</~)e v; F(~,/~)=(/~, + 
From (1.5) and the definition of F it follows that 
F(On - 1, On) = (On, On + 1), /2 :> 0 
and thus (1.7) shows that we have 
(1.8) O,,+~=On_l+a,~+ll/~_40n_10,7 2 - -an+lOn,  rl>---O, 
This formula, which expresses On+l as a function of its two predecessors was 
also found by W.B. Jurkat and A. Peyerimhoff, [12]. 
In [9], [10] it was shown that 
(A,., F) 
with/~ the measure defined by
1 dadfl 
/~(E) : - log 2 ~ ~ '  ECA, E measurable, 
is an ergodic system, from which various metrical results on the approximation 
constants were derived. Here we will only use arithmetic properties of the 
operator F. 
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Let (x, y) ella: Then 
IF-l(x' Y)= (XTa'  ; ¢/)" 
Comparing this with (1.4) it follows at once that one has the following converse 
of (1.7): 
(a, ,6) ~ H a = F- l (a ,  ,6) = (fl + a ]/(1 - 4~fl) - a Za, a). 
Hence 
On_ 1 =0n+ 1+ an+l/1 --40nOn+ 1 -aZ+lon, n>_O. 
We recapitulate (1.8) and (1.9) in the next theorem. 
(1.10) THEOREM. Let the irrational number x have the continued fraction 
expansion 
X= [0; a 1,a 2,a 3 .... ] 
and define the approximation constants On, n>_ - 1, by (1.2). Then 
0n+l = 0n-1 + an+ 11/1 - 40._ 10 . -  d+10. ,  
On_l=On+l +an+ll/1-40~On+l-a2+lOn, n>_O. 
2. THE THEOREMS OF BOREL AND FUJIWARA AND THEIR GENERALIZATIONS 
In this section we will give a proof of Borel's theorem (1.3), of a theorem 
due to Fujiwara and of their generalizations byBagemihl and McLaughlin. The 
proofs will be in the vein of those of Kopetzky and Schnitzer in [14], using 
however (1.8) instead of (1.4). 
Denote the second coordinate function of the F from (1.7) by f ,  i.e. 
(2.1) (6e, fl) e Va~f(a, f l )=~+al / (1 -  4~fl)- a2/~. 
Then we have on each V a 
(2.2) ~ f(a,/3) < 0, ~ f(a,  fl) < 0. 
The latter inequality is clear immediately, the former follows after some cal- 
Culations. 
On each V a, the operator T has exactly one fixed point, viz. (Ca, Ca), with 
~a= [0; a,a,a, ...] = l ( -  a+ ~ ) .  
This corresponds with the fixed point q/(Ca, Ca)= : (C£, Ca), with 
1 
Ca = l/a2 + 4 
for F in V a. 
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(2.3) 
and 
From this, (1.8) and (2.2) one sees at once that for each irrational number 
x and every integer n >_ 0 one has 
1 
rain (0n_ 1, 0n, On + 1) < 2 ]/(an + 1 + 4) 
1 
(2.4) max (On_l,0n, On+l)> ]/(a2+1 +4).  
Inequality (2.3) is the generalization of Borel's result, theorem (1.3), given by 
N. Obrechkoff, [19] and by F. Bagemihl and J.R. McLaughlin, [1], whereas 
(2.4) is due to Jingcheng Tong, [25]. In the same way one can prove without 
any effort a generalization of Vahlen's theorem. 
The line a=fl  cuts the upper side of V~ in (ca, ca), where c a is an abbrevia- 
tion of a/(a2+l). Now, if On>ca, an+l>-a then (0n-l,0n) must be in the 
shaded area of V~, see figure 1. This implies On-l<Ca, and with (1.8) and (2.2) 
we find that On+l<f(O, ca)=Ca. Thus, if x has the expansion (1.1), then 
an+l an+l 
(2.5) On>~ =~'On_l, On+l'~ ,  n>_O. 
an+l+l  an+t+1 
Since an+ 1_> 1 for all n, this yields Vahlen's well-known theorem 
rain (0n_ 1, 0n) < 1 
If an+ 1 ~ 1 we find Fujiwara's result, [4]: 
an+ l =C: l, On> 2/5=On_l, On+ l <2/5. 
The general form (2.5) is again due to Bagemihl and McLaughlin, [1]. The 
2 question of these authors, whether the constant an+l/(an+l+ 1) can be re- 
placed by a smaller one is now automatically answered in the negative, see 
also [13]. 
C = (c3, c3) 
Fig. 1. 
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3. ON THE ARITHMETIC, GEOMETRIC AND HARMONIC MEAN OF THREE CONSE- 
CUTIVE APPROXIMATION CONSTANTS 
We consider the function G: V£--+R, defined by 
G(a, fl) : = aflf(a, fl) 
with theffrom (2.1). It is not difficult o see that G takes its maximum on V~ 
on the boundary. On the line segment connecting the points 
(O, 1 )  and(  a __1 ) 
a~-l '  a+l  
one has f(a, fl)= O. On the segment connecting 
a+l ,  
(0' 7~+1 1) and \aT2 a+2)  
one has 
a a a+l  
f (a,  f l ) -  (a+ 1) ~ + a -~ '  0_<a<-  a+2'  
whereas on the line segment connecting 
(a  1 ) (a+l  1 )  
a+l 'a+l  and +2 a+2 
one finds that f(a, fl) = (a + 1)2a- a(a + 1). From this it then follows easily that 
G takes its maximum in the point 
a+l, 
a+2 a12)  
and that the maximum value is 
(a+ 1) 2 
(a+2) s" 
Hence we have proved the following generalization f a result of N. Macon, 
[171. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let x be an irrational number with expansion (1.1) and let 
the approximation constants On be defined as in (1.2). 
Then one has for  every n >_ 0: 
(an+ 1 + 1) 2 
On- lOnOn+ 1 < (an + 1 + 2)3' 
and this is best PoSsible. In particular one has for  n >_ 0: 
On-lOt*On+l< 2~- 
where the constant 4/27 can not be replaced by a smaller one. 
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In exactly the same way one proves the following result: 
(3.2) THEOREM. Let x be an irrational number with expansion (1.1) and let 
the approximation constants On be defined as in (1.2). 
Then one has for  every n_>0: 
2an+ 1 + 3 
On_ l+On+On+l< - -  
an+l +2 ' 
and this is best possible. In particular one has for  n >_ 0: 
On l+On+On+l<2 
where the constant 2 can not be replaced by a smaller one. 
I f  A(On_l,On, On+l) denotes the arithmetic mean of the three numbers 
On-l, On and 0n+l, we thus have shown that 
A(On_l,0n, On+l)<2/3, n>_O, 
where 2/3 is best possible. Similarly it follows from the part of theorem (3.1) 
due to N. Macon that for the geometric mean G one has: 
G(On_l,0n, On+l)< ~'~/4.n>_O, 
where the constant is best possible. 
For the harmonic mean of k consecutive approximation constants there is the 
nice result of A. Brauer and N. Macon, [3, theorem 17] which states that: 
H(On- 1, On,"', On + k- 2) < ek 
with 
(2 fk )  -1 k~l fx 
Ck : = 1+ , Fk : = , 
~=0 fK+ 1 
where fo, f l ,  f2, f3 .... is the sequencde of Fibonacci 0, 1, 1,2 . . . . .  
Moreover the constant Ck is best possible. For k= 3 this gives: 
1 1 1 
(3.3) - -  + - -  + - -  >6,  n>__0. 
0n- 1 0n 0n + 1 
The following theorem gives a more precise form to (3.3): 
(3.4) THEOREM. Let x be an irrational number with expansion (1.1) and let 
the approximation constants On be defined as in (1.2). 
Then one has for  every n >_ 0: 
1 1 1 2 
- -+  +- ->4+an+l+- -  
On-I -~n On+l an+l +1 
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and this is best possible. In particular one has fo r  n >_ O: 
1 1 1 
- -+- -+- ->6 
On - 1 On On + 1 
where the constant 6 can not be replaced by a greater one. 
PROOF. On a line fl = - ee/c 2 + 1/c, which intersects V£ or its boundary for 
a<_c<_a+ 1, ae  N, one has 
f(ee, fl) = a 1 - 1 + 
c 
Since 1-2ee/c>_O on that part of  this line which lies in A we have 
We introduce the function h on A by putting 
1 1 1 
h(ee ,  B )  : = - -  + - -  + 
Hence, on the line f l= -ee/cZ+ 1/c one has: 
1 
(3.5) h(ee, -ee/c2+ l / c )= - -  + - -  
ee 
C 2 1 
+ 
Now 
- -  + - -  =0 
dee -a+c  
implies 
c 
c+l  
-ee+c ee(1 - a/c) 2 + a(1 -a /c )  " 
and the last term is monotonic  decreasing. Therefore the function from (3.5) 
takes its minimum on A for a=c/ (c+ 1), the minimum value being 
2+- -  
1 1 1 
+--+c+- - ,a~c~a+l .  
a+l  c c -a  
So one sees that h(a, fl) takes its minimum on V£ in ((a+ 1) / (a+ 2), 1 / (a+ 2)) 
and that this minimum value equals 
4+a+ - -  
2 
a+l  
4. THE APPROXIMATION OF  A QUADRATIC  IRRAT IONAL NUMBER 
In this section we assume that x ~ f2 is a quadratic surd. 
We write 
(4.1) x= [0; al,a 2 . . . . .  ano, ano+l . . . . .  ano+h]. 
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Let p(X)=aX2+bX+ceY-[X]  be the minimal polynomial of x, where 
sgn(a) is such, that 
-b+ ~2-4ac  
X= 
2a 
Define the binary quadratic form Q by 
Q(X, Y) = aX 2 + bXY + c Y 2. 
Finally, define the sequence of positive integers (en)n>__ 1by 
(4.2) en: =lQ(Pn, qn)l, n>_- l ,  
where the Pn and qn are the numerators and denominators of the convergents 
of the continued fraction expansion (4.1) of x. 
(4.3) THEOREM. Let x be a quadratic irrational number. Denote its regular 
continued fraction expansion by (4.1) and let (en)n>__ 1 be the sequence of 
positive integers defined in (4.2). Then 
(4.4) en+h=en, n>_n o -  1; 
(4.5) en+l=en_l+an+~/(A-4en-len)-aZ+len, n>- o, 
(4.6) en_l=en+l+an+l]/(A--4enen+l)--a2n+len, n>--n o,
with A the discriminant of the minimal polynomial of x; 
(4.7) for each n ~ {n 0 -  1, n o .... , n o + h - 2} one has 
en 
lira 0n +mh = -~"  
m -~ oo  
REMARK. Formula (4.5) is very convenient to calculate the sequence (en), >-  
and hence to determine the limit points of the sequence (On)n>> - 1"  Note that 
A -4en_  ~en is always a square, a fact for which we have no direct explanation. 
We give a numerical example: Take 
81 + ] /~  
x:  - - -  =[0; 3, 1,2, 1,2,2, 1,5]; 
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then Q(X,Y)=163X2-81XY+lOY 2, A=41.  One finds e_ l=Q(1 ,0)=163,  
eo = Q(O, 1) = 10, el = Q(1, 3) = 10, e 2 = IQ(1,4) 1 = 1, e 3 = Q(3,11) = 4, 
e4= 1 + 1] [41-4 .1 -4 -12 .4=2,  
e5 =4+ 2 1 / ~ ~ -  22.2=2,  
e6=2+21/41-4 -2 -2 -22-2=4,  
e7 =2+ 1 f41-4 .2 .4 -12 .4= 1, 
es=4+5] f41-4 .4 -1 -52 .1  =4. 
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Indeed Q(P8, q8) = Q(211,787) = - 4. We now see that the limit points of  the 
sequence (0n)n_> -1 are 
1 2 4 
and - -  
PROOF OF THEOREM (4.3). Denote the algebraic conjugate of  x by x'.  
In [11] a matrix 
connected with x was introduced, with the properties 
P(x) = x, P(x')  = x', P regarded here as a M6bius transformat ion,  
p(Pn~=(Pn+h~,  n>_no_ 1 
\qn /  \qn+h/  
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
and 
(4.10) 
Put 
Since 
we have 
det P= ( - 1) h. 
(QoP) (X ,  Y)  : = Q( rX+ tY, sX+ uY) .  
Q(X, Y)  = a (x -  x Y ) (X  - x 'Y )  
(Q o P) (X ,  Y) = a ( rX+ t Y -  x (sX+ u Y ) ) ( rx+ t Y -  x ' ( sx+ u Y)) = 
= a( r -  xs ) ( r -  x ' s ) (X+ - -  
From (4.8) we infer that 
t - xu 
- -  - -  X 
F - -XS  
and similarly for x'.  Therefore 
(Q o P) (X,  Y)  = ( r -  xs ) ( r -  x 's)O(X, Y).  
From (4.8) it also follows that 
r -u  t 
x+x '= - -  and xx '= - - - ,  
S S 
thus we find that 
( r -  xs ) ( r -  x's) = ru - ts, 
which, by (4.10), equals ( -1 )  h. 
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t xu)(  t xu)  
-]- - -  
r -  xs  r -  x 's  
We now have proved that 
(4.11) (Q op)(x, y) = ( - 1)hQ(X, Y). 
Hence, by (4.9) we find 
Q(P,+h, qn+h)--(- 1)hQ(Pn, q,), n>--no- 1, 
from which (4.4) follows. 
Next we observe that 
e,=lQ(p,,q,)l=lalq z. ~ -x  p'q. po -x '  =la]O n q,  -x '  D 
For n>-no- 1 and m>_0 we thus have, using the just proved (4.4): 
e,+mh=en= ]a[On+mh Pn+mhqn+mh X' . 
By letting m go to infinity this gives 
en = la [ [x- x' I lim On+ mh. 
m~oo 
f rom which (4.7) follows, since lal Ix-x'l-- l/A. 
Finally, to prove (4.5) and (4.6) we note  that by (1.8) we have for n>--no and 
m>__O: 
On+mh+ 1= On+mh-14;- an + 1/1  --  40n+mh - lOn+mh-- 12+ lOn+mh" 
Letting m-* 0% using (4.7) and multiplying with I/A we find (4.5). The converse 
(4.6) is proved in the same way, using (1.9). 0 
We finish this section by some remarks on the case that x = l /N -  [l/N], with 
N a positive integer which is not a square. As is well-known one has 
x = [0; al, ..., ah]. 
with 
(4.12) 
and 
(4.13) 
ah = 2[l/N] 
a,7=ah_,7, r/= 1,2 .... ,h -1 .  
Of course 
2 2 (4.14) en=lPn-NQnl, n>_-I 
where (Pn/Qn)n>__ a is the sequence of convergents of I/N. Note that A = 4N. 
From (4.4) we see that, with an obvious notation 
(4.15) (e,)n>_ -1 = (e- b e0 .... , eh-2) 
whereas from (4.14) it follows that e 1= 1, co=N-[l/N] 2. 
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From (4.6) we infer that 
eh_ 2 = eh -J- ah VA - 4eh_ l eh - aZ eh_ l 
=eh + ah l/A -4e_  aeo-aZe_ l  
2 2 = eh + ah V~4N - 4 (N-  [ I/N] ) - a h 
= eh + 411/N]2- 4It/N] 2 = eh. 
From eh_2=eh,  (4.15), (4.5) and (4.6) we now see at once that 
en = eh_2_~, r/=0, 1 .. . . .  h - l ,  
i.e. the part e0 ... . .  eh_ 2 of the period in (4.15) is symmetric. 
Note also that en + en+l -< [21/N], (n_> - 1), since On + 0n+~ < 1. 
Finally, N-enen+l  is always a square. 
Denote by W the density function according to which the sequence 
(0,_ 2, O~)n~_o 
is distributed over A in the (a, fl) plane. The above observed symmetry shows 
that W is symmetric in its two variables i.e. 
w(a, jO) = w(,o, a). 
This symmetry it shares with the density function for the sequence 
(On-DOn)n>_-I  
of almost all x, which equals 
1 1 
log 2 ] /~-~'  
see [9], [10]. 
5. THE THEOREMS OF LEGENDRE AND BOREL FOR THE NEAREST INTEGER CON- 
TINUED FRACTION 
In this section we shall prove two results on the nearest integer continued 
fraction. For the definition of this type of continued fraction the reader may 
consult Hurwitz' original paper [5], or Perron's book [20]. See also [8] and [15]. 
We denote by 
(~nn)n_>-1 
the sequence of convergents of the nearest integer continued fraction. 
The sequence of approximation constants (On)n> - _ 1 is defined by 
(5.1) On : ="n lBnX-An l ,  n> - 1. 
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Finally we use the notations 
g :  =½(l/5- 1) and G: =½(]/5+ 1) 
throughout the rest of this paper. 
For all irrational x and all positive integers n one has 
O n<g (Hurwitz) 
and 
(5.2) 
f min (On- 1, On) < 21/5 - 4 = 0.4721... 
Kraaikamp [15]). 
, (Kurosu [16], Sendov [24], 
These constants are best possible. 
The next theorem is the analogue for the nearest integer continued fraction 
of Legendre's classical theorem for the regular continued fraction expansion. 
(5.3) THEOREM. Let x be an irrational number and let (p, q) ~ ~2 such that 
(p,q)= 1, q>0 and 
q[qx-pl  <g2 = ½(3 - 1/5). 
Then there exists a non-negative integer n such that 
P An 
q B n " 
The constant g2 can not be replaced by a larger one. 
PROOF. Suppose that there is not such an n. Since ½(3 - 1/5)< ½ there exists, 
by Legendre's theorem, a non negative integer n such that 
P Pn 
q qn 
where (pn/qn)n> _ 1 is the sequence of regular convergents of x. From the way 
(An/Bn)n>-- 1forms a subsequence of (pn/qn)n>__ 1 we see that 
an+l=l  
and that there exists a non-negative integer k, such that 
Nk-I Pn-1 Ak Pn+l 
(5.4) - - -  - 
Bk-1 qn--l" Bk qn+l" 
In view of 0 n <½(3-1/5)=g2, the point (O n_l, 0n) lies in V{ under the line 
fl = g2. This line intersects the line fl = -¼a + 1/2 in the point (2 1/5- 4, gZ) and 
therefore 
(5.5) 0,_1>21/5-4.  
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Let Fbe  that part of V~ which lies under the line fl=g2. Because of (2.2) the 
function f from (2.1) takes its minimum value on F in the point (g, g2). Now 
f(g, g2) = 2 1/5 - 4, hence 
(5.6) 0n+,>21/5-4.  
But (5.5) and (5.6) are in conflict with the analogue of Vahlen's theorem for 
the nearest integer continued fraction, (5.2). • 
Finally we shall give the analogue of Borel's theorem (1.3) for the nearest 
integer continued fraction. 
(5.7) THEOREM. For all irrational numbers x and all integers n >- 0 one has: 
min (On_~,On, On+~)<~(5V~- 11)=0.4508 .... 
This constant can not be replaced by a smaller one. 
Before giving the proof we make some comments. In view of (5.2) it is clear 
that the constant in theorem (5.7) can not be greater than 21/5- 4, neither can 
it be smaller than 1/1/5=0.4472 .... for that would be in conflict with a well- 
known result of Hurwitz. It is curious that the constant is slightly greater than 
1/1/5, in fact, the difference is 
1 
(½(125 - 551/5)- 1). 
The number ½(125-551/5)= 1.0081... also comes up in the probability that 
On_l is smaller than On, see [15]. We have no explanation for this. 
PROOF OF THEOREM (5.7). Put t2: - - ( -1 /2 ,1 /2 ) \©.  Denote the nearest 
integer continued fraction expansion of xeO by 
+ ez] + ~ + .... en= +_l, bn>_2, bn+en+l>_2 for n_>l. 
X= i b 1 ]b2 ]b3 
Define the operator S : g2--,f2 by 
Sx: = ~31 -b  1. 
x 
It was proved by G.J. Rieger, [21] and A.M. Rockett, [22] that the system 
(~, ~, S) 
with p the measure with density function 6, where 
f 1 1 0_<t_<l/2 log G G+t '  
~(t): 
1 1 1/2_<t<0 
log GG+I+t '  
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forms an ergodic system. H, Nakada gave the natural extension of this system 
[18, theorem 2 with c¢= 1/2]. Here we need only the operator S from this 
natural extension. It is given by 
( 1 _ bl ' '~, S(X,y): = Sx, e lY+ = exy+bl j  
with 
10 (x,y)~[-~-, ] \(~x[0,g2]U[0,½] \©×[0 ,g] .  
Further we need the relation 
Bn_  ~_  1 - -  en ~+. . .+  , n>_-I 
+Zbn_l 
from which it follows that 
For the On from (5.1) we have 
where 
n>_.l. 
011 
On_ 1 - , On = - -  
1 +SnOn 
Gn + 1Sn 
, n>-O 
1 +snon 
S n : = SnX and On : = 
Bn- 1 
Bn 
In exactly the same way as (1.8) was found one can prove the following 
theorem: 
(5,8) THEOREM. Let the irrational number x have the nearest integer con- 
t inued fraction expansion 
x= + + +.. .  
and define the approximation constants On, n >_ - 1 by (5.1). 
Then 
b~+lO~), >_0. On+ 1 = en+ z(en+ 1On - 1 + b~+ 1~/1 - 4en+ 1On_ ton - n 
The sequence (On_ 1,O~)~_>1 is distributed over the two regions F1 and F~ 
with/'1 the quadrangle with vertices (0, 0), (g, 0), (2g 3, g2) and (0, 1/2) and F_ 1 
the quadrangle with vertices (0,0), (g2,0), (2g3,g) and (0, 1/2). One has 
({~n- 1, On) ~/~ if and only if an+l =e, e ~ { - 1, 1}, see [15]. 
3o3 
Both/"1 and/"_ a are divided into regions with constant bn + 1 • For/"1 this divi- 
sion is given by the lines 
p=-c2 +c, . . . . .  
whereas F_ 1 is divided into regions with constant b.+x by the lines 
f l  C20~ - -  C, 2 2 2 
= C-~- 5 '  - -~7 ,  9 ' ' " '  
see figure 2. We introduce for these regions the obvious notation 
l'e,b, e~{-1 ,1} ,  b_>2. 
Every /"e,b with b:/:2 is divided into two parts, according to en•2 = + 1 or 
En+2 = - -  1 by the lines 
1 1 fOren+ =+1 i~ = __C2a+C,  ¢ .~1,  5 '  7 . . . .  ' 1 
and 
1 1 f l  : c20~-C '  ¢ :  3) 5 '  
These lines are dotted in figure 2. 
~,. . . ,  for ~n+l = - -1.  
F 1 F - I  
F ig .  2. 
For a point (On- 1, On) ~ F1 one always has rain (On_ 1, On) < 2/5, (2/5, 2/5) 
being the point of intersection of the lines f l=-¼a+l /2  and f l=a .  So 
our only concern is with points in F_ 1. First we remark that the point 
(1/1/5, 1/1/5) lies on the boundary of F 1, more precisely on the boundary of 
F_ l ,  3. On F1 ,  2 the next 0 is calculated according to the formula 
k(a, ,6) = - a + 2 ]/1 + 4aft - 4,6, 
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see theorem (5.8) with en + z = 1, en + 1 = --  1, bn + 1 = 2. 
On that part of F-1,2 where a___ 1/l/5 (then fl is automatically greater than 
1/l/5 ) this function k takes its maximum on the boundary. The value on the 
line/? = c2a - c of k(a, fl) equals - a(1 + 2c) z + 2(1 + 2c). From this we see that 
the maximum value is assumed for a= 1/1/5, c= -2 /5  and that it is 
1 1 
2 - -  =0.3821 < 
' 25¢  " ' "  
Thus for points (On - 1, On) e F_ 1,2 we always have 
1 
min (On _ 1, On, On + 1) < ~-  
Hence it remains to study what happens when (On-1, On) lies in that part of 
/-'-1,3 for which a>- 1/1/5 and/3>_1/1/5, see figure 2. Call this triangle D. On 
D, the next O is calculated according to the formula 
h(~, fl) = a - 31/l + 4afl + 9fl, 
theorems (5.8) with en+2 = -1 ,  en+l= -1 ,  bn+1=3. 
After some calculations one finds that h attains its maximum on D in the 
upper right vertex P, the point with coordinates 
P(~(51/5- 11), 21/~- 4), 
and that this maximum value equals g. Hence one can not attain better than 
min (On_ 1, On, On+l) <~-(51/~- 11) 
on D. I~ 
F. Schweiger, [23], has shown that in case of the continued fraction ex- 
pansion with odd partial quotients there always are infinitely many approxi- 
mation constants maller than 1/1/5. We now show that the same holds for the 
nearest integer continued fraction: 
(5.9) THEOREM. Let  x be an irrational number  and let the sequence 
(On)n>>_- 1 o f  nearest integer approximation constants be def ined by (5.1). 
Then there are infinitely many posit ive integers n fo r  which 
1 
On< -~ . 
PROOF.Suppose there exists an n o such that 0n_1>1/1/5  for n>-n o. Then 
(On 1 ,0n)eD for n>-no and this implies that en+l =-1 ,  bn=3 for n>--no. 
Hence, for n_> n o 
~3 ~3 ~1 I + . . .=-g  z, Snx = + + 3 
Bn-1 <g2. 
Bn 
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This  in its turn  impl ies that  (On_DOn) lies for  n>_n 0 in F_ I ,  3 on  the l ine f l=  
= o~g4+ g2, but  certa in ly  not  in the po int  (1/1/5, 1/1/5). There fore  (On_ 1, On) 
C D ,  which is the desired cont rad ic t ion .  • 
Us ing the fact that  the po int  ( -g2 ,  g2) is a f ixed po int  o f  S one can show that  
for  each no ~ N there exists an i r rat ional  number  x for  which no consecut ive  
po ints  (On+k, On+k+l ) ,  k=0 . . . . .  no -1 ,  lie in D.  Hence  there does not  exist a 
natura l  number  n o such that  
1 
rain (On+l . . . . .  On+no)< 
for  all i r rat iona l  numbers  x and all n ~ N. 
Domin ique  Barbo los i ,  [2], showed recent ly  that  the sequence (An/Bn)n>_-1 
of  nearest  integer convergents  always fo rms  a subsequence o f  the sequence o f  
convergents  o f  the cont inued  f ract ion  with odd  par t ia l  quot ients .  Hence ,  
theorem (5.9) conta ins  Schweiger 's  result.  
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